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Appendix: Country specific variables

Canada
GENDER, ALCOHOL, AND CULTURE:  AN INTERNATIONAL STUDY (GENACIS)

EXPANDED CORE QUESTIONNAIRE:

DEMOGRAPHICS

4. What best describes your ethnic group? SETH

___________________________________

version variables used to construct seth_24:?? die variable SETH bestand schon – ETHNIC2R-EHNIC5R
sind zusätzliche variabln

seth_24a = ethnic2r: (interviewer-coded and open-ended responses coded combined)
 In addition to being Canadian to what ethnic or cultural group did you, or your ancestors belong
on first coming to this continent?
IF NEEDED: “Is your ethnic or cultural background Polish, Chinese or something else?

Quebecker/Quebecois, French Canadian 2
Australian 3
Bahamian 4
Bangladeshi 5
BLACK/African 6
British 7
Chinese 8
Croatian 9
Czech 10
Danish 11
Dutch 12
English 13
El Salvador 14
Ethiopian 15
French 16
Finnish 17
German 18
Greek 19
Guyanese 20
Haitian 21
Holland 22
Hungarian 23
Irish 24
Italian 25
Indian 26
Israeli 27
Jamaican 28
Japanese 29
Jewish 30
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Korean 31
Lebanese 32
Macedonian 33
New Zealand 34
Netherlands 35
Nigerian 36
Norwegian 37
Pakistani 38
Filipino 39
Polish 40
Portuguese 41
Russian 42
Scottish 43
Serbia 44
Sikh 45
Somalia 46
Slovakian 47
Spanish 48
Sri Lanka 49
Swedish 50
Tamil 51
Trinidadian 52
Ukrainian 53
Vietnamese 54
Yugoslavian 55
Welsh 56
other European 57
other Asian 58
other African 59
other South/Middle America 60
Austrian 61
West Indian/Caribbean 62
WASP/White 63
American/USA 64
Arab/Middle East/Muslim 65
none/don't belong/no affiliation 66
Arcadian 67
Mennonite/Lutheran/Quaker/ Wesleyan 68
Roman Catholic 69
South Pacific Islander/Fiji 71
Many mentioned (either said many or named more than 4) 72
Hindu 73
Newfoundlander 75
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nation 95
no other ethnicity mentioned 96
other (specify) 97

seth_24b = etnic3r: (interviewer-coded and open-ended responses coded combined)
Interviewer: enter SECOND mentioned group here

Canadian 1
Quebecker/Quebecois, French Canadian 2
Australian 3
Bahamian 4
Bangladeshi 5
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BLACK/African 6
British 7
Chinese 8
Croatian 9
Czech 10
Danish 11
Dutch 12
English 13
El Salvador 14
Ethiopian 15
French 16
Finnish 17
German 18
Greek 19
Guyanese 20
Haitian 21
Holland 22
Hungarian 23
Irish 24
Italian 25
Indian 26
Israeli 27
Jamaican 28
Japanese 29
Jewish 30
Korean 31
Lebanese 32
Macedonian 33
New Zealand 34
Netherlands 35
Nigerian 36
Norwegian 37
Pakistani 38
Filipino 39
Polish 40
Portuguese 41
Russian 42
Scottish 43
Serbia 44
Sikh 45
Somalia 46
Slovakian 47
Spanish 48
Sri Lanka 49
Swedish 50
Tamil 51
Trinidadian 52
Ukrainian 53
Vietnamese 54
Yugoslavian 55
Welsh 56
other European 57
other Asian 58
other African 59
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other South/Middle America 60
Austrian 61
West Indian/Caribbean 62
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nations 95
West Indian/Caribbean 62
WASP/White 63
American/USA 64
Arab/Middle East/Muslim 65
none/don't belong/no affiliation 66
Arcadian 67
Mennonite/Lutheran/Quaker/ Wesleyan 68
Roman Catholic 69
South Pacific Islander/Fiji 71
Many mentioned (either said many or named more than 4) 72
Hindu 73
Newfoundlander 75
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nation 95
no SECOND ethnicity mentioned 96
other (specify) 97

seth_24c = etnic4r: (interviewer-coded and open-ended responses coded combined)
Interviewer: enter THIRD mentioned group here

Canadian 1
Quebecker/Quebecois, French Canadian 2
Australian 3
Bahamian 4
Bangladeshi 5
BLACK/African 6
British 7
Chinese 8
Croatian 9
Czech 10
Danish 11
Dutch 12
English 13
El Salvador 14
Ethiopian 15
French 16
Finnish 17
German 18
Greek 19
Guyanese 20
Haitian 21
Holland 22
Hungarian 23
Irish 24
Italian 25
Indian 26
Israeli 27
Jamaican 28
Japanese 29
Jewish 30
Korean 31
Lebanese 32
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Macedonian 33
New Zealand 34
Netherlands 35
Nigerian 36
Norwegian 37
Pakistani 38
Filipino 39
Polish 40
Portuguese 41
Russian 42
Scottish 43
Serbia 44
Sikh 45
Somalia 46
Slovakian 47
Spanish 48
Sri Lanka 49
Swedish 50
Tamil 51
Trinidadian 52
Ukrainian 53
Vietnamese 54
Yugoslavian 55
Welsh 56
other European 57
other Asian 58
other African 59
other South/Middle America 60
Austrian 61
West Indian/Caribbean 62
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nations 95
West Indian/Caribbean 62
WASP/White 63
American/USA 64
Arab/Middle East/Muslim 65
none/don't belong/no affiliation 66
Arcadian 67
Mennonite/Lutheran/Quaker/ Wesleyan 68
Roman Catholic 69
South Pacific Islander/Fiji 71
Many mentioned (either said many or named more than 4) 72
Hindu 73
Newfoundlander 75
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nation 95
no THIRD ethnicity mentioned 96
other (specify) 97

seth_24d = etnic5r: (interviewer-coded and open-ended responses coded combined)
Interviewer: enter FOURTH mentioned group here

Canadian 1
Quebecker/Quebecois, French Canadian 2
Australian 3
Bahamian 4
Bangladeshi 5
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BLACK/African 6
British 7
Chinese 8
Croatian 9
Czech 10
Danish 11
Dutch 12
English 13
El Salvador 14
Ethiopian 15
French 16
Finnish 17
German 18
Greek 19
Guyanese 20
Haitian 21
Holland 22
Hungarian 23
Irish 24
Italian 25
Indian 26
Israeli 27
Jamaican 28
Japanese 29
Jewish 30
Korean 31
Lebanese 32
Macedonian 33
New Zealand 34
Netherlands 35
Nigerian 36
Norwegian 37
Pakistani 38
Filipino 39
Polish 40
Portuguese 41
Russian 42
Scottish 43
Serbia 44
Sikh 45
Somalia 46
Slovakian 47
Spanish 48
Sri Lanka 49
Swedish 50
Tamil 51
Trinidadian 52
Ukrainian 53
Vietnamese 54
Yugoslavian 55
Welsh 56
other European 57
other Asian 58
other African 59
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other South/Middle America 60
Austrian 61
West Indian/Caribbean 62
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nations 95
Austrian 61
West Indian/Caribbean 62
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nations 95
West Indian/Caribbean 62
WASP/White 63
American/USA 64
Arab/Middle East/Muslim 65
none/don't belong/no affiliation 66
Arcadian 67
Mennonite/Lutheran/Quaker/ Wesleyan 68
Roman Catholic 69
South Pacific Islander/Fiji 71
Many mentioned (either said many or named more than 4) 72
Hindu 73
Newfoundlander 75
Inuit, Metis, “Indian”, Native, Aboriginal, First Nation 95
no FOURTH ethnicity mentioned 96
other (specify) s

seth_24e = DM5A: Were you born in Canada?
Remark:Questions asked in original questionnaire, but not included in the dataset we have
received in Lausanne

yes 1
no 5

seth_24f = DM5b: In what country were you born?
Remark:Questions asked in original questionnaire, but not included in the dataset we have
received in Lausanne

Africa (includes South Africa, Kenya, Angola, Ghana,
Mozambique, etc)

1

Caribbean (includes Jamaica Hat, Cuba, Trinidad, Dominican
Republic, etc.)

2

China 3
England 4
France 5
Germany 6
Greece 7
Holland/the Netherlands 8
HongKong 9
India 10
Ireland 11
Italy 12
Philippines 13
Poland 14
Portugal 15
Scotland 16
United States (U.S.A.) 17
Argentina 18
Australia 19
Austria 20
Brazil 21
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Costa Rica 22
Czeck Republic 23
Denmark 24
Guyana 25
Hungary 26
Iceland 27
Israel 28
Japan 29
Kazakhstan 30
Mexico 31
New Zealand 32
Nigeria 33
Norway 34
Pakistan 35
Russia 36
Somalia 37
Spain 38
Sri Lanka 39
Sweden 40
Switzerland 41
Taiwan 42
Uganda 43
Ukraine 44
Zimbabwe 45
Finland 46
other (specify) s

seth_24g = DM5C: In what year did you come to Canada?
Interviewer: if R stayed for a while and then left and came back we want the year that they last
time arrived in the country
Remark:Questions asked in original questionnaire, but not included in the dataset we have
received in Lausanne

|__|__|__|__| enter year 1900-2004

13. Who do you live with? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY SPLW

Spouse/partner/common-law spouse 1
Your or your spouse’s/partner’s underage children 2
Your or your spouse’s/partner’s adult children 3
Your or your spouse’s/partner’s parents 4
Other relatives 5
Others 6

additional variables used to construct splw_24:

splwb24a using DM16A: [If only one child living in household] How old is this child?
less than one year 0
enter age of child: |___|___| years 1-20
twenty one or older 21
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splwb24b using DM16B: [If more than one child living in household] How many of these
children are under the age of 18?

no children under 18 0
number of children: |___| 1-5
six or more children under 18 6

splwc24a using DM15B: How many children are currently living in your household?
none 0
number of children: |___| 1-9
ten or more children 10

splwc24b using DM16A: [If only one child living in household] How old is this child?
less than one year 0
enter age of child: |___|___| years 1-20
twenty one or older 21

splwc24c using DM16B: [If more than one child living in household] How many of these
children are under the age of 18?

no children under 18 0
number of children: |___| 1-5
six or more children under 18 6

16.B How many are under the age of 18? SSKH

|__|__| child/children

additional variables used to construct sskh_24:

sskh_24a using DM16A: [If only one child living in household] How old is this child?
less than one year 0
enter age of child: |___|___| years 1-20
twenty one or older 21

sskh_24b using DM16B: [If more than one child living in household] How many of these
children are under the age of 18?

no children under 18 0
number of children: |___| 1-5
six or more children under 18 6

WORK EXPERIENCE

SOCIAL NETWORKS
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30. Apart from your spouse/partner/romantic (non-cohabiting) partner,
how many persons do you feel confident that you can talk to about
an important personal problem? NNPI

6 or more 5
4-5 4
2-3 3
One 2
None 1

additional variables used to construct nnpi_24:

nnpi_24a using SN2: Apart from your [spouse/partner/romantic partner], is there someone that
you feel confident that you can talk to about an important personal problem?
[If no partner] Is there someone that you feel confident that you can talk to about an important
personal problem?

yes 1
no 5

nnpi_24b using SN2B: How many persons, do you feel that you can talk to about an important
personal problem?

enter number: |__|__| 1-19
twenty or more person 20
R volunteers: It depends on the nature of the problem 96
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FAMILIAL AND OTHER DRINKING CONTEXTS

39. And about how often did you drink during the following time periods? FFTP

Every
day or
nearly
every
day

Three
or four
times a
week

Once
or

twice a
week

One to
three

times a
month

Seven to
eleven

times in
the last 12

months

Three to
six times
in the last

12
months

Once or
twice in
the last

12
months

Never
in the
last 12
months

a. during the day on a
weekday (before 5
p.m.)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

b. during the evening on a
weekday (after 5 p.m.)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

c. during the day on a
weekend (before 5
p.m.)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

d. during the evening on a
weekend (after 5 p.m.)

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

e. in the hour before you
drive a car

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

additional variables used to construct fftpe24:

fftpe24a = DCS20A cqdrive: In the past 12 months, how often have you driven after having two
or more drinks in the previous hour? Would you say daily or almost daily, weekly, monthly, less
than monthly, or never in the last 12 months?

daily or almost daily 1
weekly 2
monthly 3
less than monthly 4
never (in the last 12 months) 0
R says something like they never drink and drive 96

fftpe24b = DCS20B cqdrive: [Version asked of heavy infrequent drinkers] Driven after having
two or more drinks in the previous hour? Has this happened in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5
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DRINKING CONSEQUENCES

43. In the last 12 months, have you had any of the following experiences? CEXP

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

a. Have you had trouble with the law about your
drinking and driving?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

b. Have you had an illness connected with your
drinking that kept you from working on your
regular activities for a week or more? YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

c. Have you lost a job, or nearly lost one,
because of your drinking?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

d. Have people annoyed you by criticizing your
drinking?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

e. Has your spouse or someone you lived with
threatened to leave or actually left because of
your drinking? YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

f. Have you lost a friendship because of your
drinking?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

NO 1
YES; ONCE OR TWICE 2

g. Have you gotten in a fight while drinking?

YES, THREE OR MORE TIMES 3

additional variables used to construct cexpd24:

cexpd24a = DCS9A cqfeltfx: How often during the last 12 months have you had enough to drink
so that you felt the effects of the alcohol - for example, your speech was slurred or you had
trouble walking steadily:  would you say daily or almost daily, weekly, monthly, less than
monthly, or never in the last 12 months?

daily or almost daily 1
weekly 2
monthly 3
less than monthly 4
never (in the last 12 months) 0
R says something like they do not drink enough to have this
happen or that they don not have a drinking problem

96

cexpd24b = DCS9B cqfeltfx: [Version asked of heavy infrequent drinkers] During the last 12
months, have you had enough to drink so that you felt the effects of the alcohol-for example, your
speech was slurred or you had trouble walking steadily?

yes 1
no 5
R says something like they do not drink enough to have this
happen or that they don not have a drinking problem

96
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additional variables used to construct cexpg24:

cexpg24a = DCS19A cqcritic: Been annoyed by people criticizing your drinking? How often has
this happened during the last 12 months:  would you say daily or almost daily, weekly, monthly,
less than monthly, or never in the last 12 months?

daily or almost daily 1
weekly 2
monthly 3
less than monthly 4
never (in the last 12 months) 0
R says something like they do not drink enough to have this
happen or that they don not have a drinking problem

96

cexpg24b = DCS19B cqcritic: [Version asked of heavy infrequent drinkers] Been annoyed by
people criticizing your drinking? Has this happened in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5
R says something like they do not drink enough to have this
happen or that they don not have a drinking problem

96

45. Have you or someone else been injured as a result of your drinking? CINJ

Yes, during the last year 4
Yes, but not in the last year 2
Never 0

additional variables used to construct cinj_24:

cinj:24a= using DCS25, DCS23A cqinjury: In your lifetime, have you or someone else EVER
been injured as a result of your drinking?

yes 1
no 5

cinj:24a= using DCS23B cqinjury: Was this in the last 12 months?
yes 1
no 5
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46. Has a relative or friend or a doctor or other health worker, been concerned
about your drinking or suggested you cut down? CRED

Yes, during the last year 4
Yes, but not in the last year 2
Never 0

additional variables used to construct cred_24:

cred_24a = using DCS25 cutdown: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons
tried to get you to cut down on the amount you drink? First, what about a spouse or intimate
partner - has someone like that tried to get you to cut down on your drinking in the last 12
months?

yes 1
no 5
R says something like they do not drink enough to have this
happen or that they do not have a drinking problem

96

cred_24b = using DCS26 cutdown: During the last 12 months, have any of the following persons
tried to get you to cut down on the amount you drink? Has your child/Have your children tried to
get you to cut down on your drinking in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5
R volunteers not children 6
R says something like they do not drink enough to have this
happen or that they do not have a drinking problem

96

cred_24c = using DCS29A cutdown: During the last 12 months, have any of the following
persons tried to get you to cut down on the amount you drink? Has a doctor or other health
worker, EVER been concerned about your drinking or suggested you cut down?

yes 1
no 5

cred_24d = using DCS29B cutdown: During the last 12 months, have any of the following
persons tried to get you to cut down on the amount you drink? Was this in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5

INTIMATE RELATIONS AND SEXUALITY

VIOLENCE/VICTIMIZATION

HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE
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Additional variables

DEMOGRAPHICS

WORK EXPERIENCE

add01_24 = W1_ADD: Did you ever work for pay?
yes 1
no 5

add02_24 = W2: How many years has it been since you last worked for pay?
never worked for pay n
less than one year 0
enter number of years |__|__| 1 – 69
seventy or more years since R worked for pay 70

add03_24 = W2A: How many months has it been since you last worked for pay?
enter number of months here |__|__| 1 – 69

SOCIAL NETWORKS

FAMILIAL AND OTHER DRINKING CONTEXTS

additional variables to FFTP_2:

add17_24 = DCS21: Have you EVER been convicted of Driving While Imparied (DWI)?
yes 1
no 5
R volunteers do not drive / have no license 7

add18_24 = DCS22: Did this happen during the past 12 months?
yes 1
no 5

DRINKING CONSEQUENCES

add19_24 = cqoutlook (DCS8): On your outlook on life? Interviewer: If required, “by outlook on
life” we mean how you feel about life in genral. Has YOUR drinking hard a harmful effect on
your outlook on life over the past 12 months?

yes 1
no/R says something like they do not drink enough to have
this happen or that they do not have a drinking problem

0
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add20_24 = A11R: [Version asked of former drinkers] First because your health is bad or you are
on medications and you are unable to drink. Is this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12
months?
[Version asked of light infrequent drinkers]  For each of the following please tell me if it is a
reason why you did not drink very often in the last 12 months.  First because your health is bad or
you are on medications and you are unable to drink. Is this a reason why you did not drink very
often in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5

add21_24 = A19: Because no occasion came up where you wanted to drink?
[Version asked of former drinkers] Is this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months?
[Version asked of light infrequent drinkers] Is this a reason why you rarely drank?

yes 1
no 5

[REMAINDER OF ABSTAINER QUESTIONS (A3 to A12) ASKED OF 50% SUBSAMPLE.]

For each of the following please tell me if it is a reason why you HAVE NEVER DRANK alcohol.  First
having no interest in drinking: is this a reason why you never drank?
Having no interest in drinking? Is this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months?

add22_24= A3: Because you have no interest in drinking more? Is this a reason why you did not
drink very often?

yes 1
no 5

add23_24 = A5: Because drinking is against your religion? Is this a reason why you never drank?
Is this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not
drink very often?

yes 1
no 5

add24_24 = A6: You were brought up NOT to drink? Is this a reason why you never drank? Is
this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not drink
very often?

yes 1
no 5

add25_24 = A7: Because drinking is too expensive? Is this a reason why you never drank? Is this
a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not drink very
often?

yes 1
no 5

add26_24 = A8: Because drinking is a waste of money? Is this a reason why you never drank? Is
this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not drink
very often?

yes 1
no 5

add27_24 = A9: Because drinking is bad for your health? Is this a reason why you never drank?
Is this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not
drink very often?

yes 1
no 5
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add28_24 = A10R: Because your responsibilities require you to be sober? Is this a reason why
you never drank? Is this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason
why you did not drink very often?

yes 1
no 5

add29_24 = A13: You do not like the taste of alcohol? Is this a reason why you never drank? Is
this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not drink
very often?

yes 1
no 5

add30_24 = A14R: You do not like the way alcohol affects you or drinking might have a bad
effect on your activities? Is this a reason why you never drank? Is this a reason why you did not
drink in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5

add31_24 = A17: Because you are afraid you would have problems with alcohol or be an
alcoholic if you drank? Is this a reason why you never drank? Is this a reason why you did not
drink in the last 12 months? Is this a reason why you did not drink very often?

yes 1
no 5

add32_24 = A18: Because your [spouse/partner/romantic partner] does not want you to drink, is
this a reason why you did not drink in the last 12 months?  Because your
[spouse/partner/romantic partner] prefers that you do not drink, is this a reason why you did not
drink very often in the last 12 months?

yes 1
no 5

add33_24 = A12: Because you are pregnant, or trying to get pregnant?  Is this a reason why you
did not drink in the last 12 months?  Is this a reason why you don't drink very often?

yes 1
no 5

DRINKING BY OTHERS / [ASKED OF SUBSAMPLE]
Remark: Asked (of one sub-sample approx. 5%) but not included in the data-set we have received in
Lausanne

add34_24 = DO1: The next few questions are about your experience with other people's drinking
problems. During the past 12 months, have you been insulted or humiliated by someone who had
been drinking?

yes 1
no 5

add35_24 = D02: During the past 12 months, have you ever had serious arguments or quarrels as
a result of someone else's drinking?

yes 1
no 5

add36_24 = DO4: (During the past 12 months), have you ever had family problems or marriage
difficulties due to someone else's drinking?

yes 1
no 5
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add37_24 = DO3: (During the past 12 months), have you ever had a friendship break up as a
result of someone else's drinking?

yes 1
no 5

add38_24 = DO5: (During the past 12 months), have you ever been a passenger with a driver who
had too much to drink?

yes 1
no 5

add39_24 = DO6: (During the past 12 months), have you ever been in a motor vehicle accident
because of someone else's drinking?

yes 1
no 5

add40_24 = DO8: (During the past 12 months), have you been pushed or shoved by someone
who had been drinking?

yes 1
no 5

add41_24 = DO11: (During the past 12 months), have you ever been hit or physically assaulted
by someone who had been drinking?

yes 1
no 5

INTIMATE RELATIONS AND SEXUALITY

add42_24 = H6B: Which of the following best describes your sexual orientation, are you
heterosexual, gay or lesbian, or bisexual?
Interviewer, after you read each response category, where applicable read the information in the
brackets (i.e. the definition). If R says straight code as heterosexual.

Heterosexual (sexual relations with people of the opposite sex 1
gay or lesbian (sexual relations with people of your own sex) 3
bisexual (sexual relations with people of both sexes) 5

VIOLENCE/VICTIMIZATION

add43_24 = V5A: Was the person who did this to you male or female?
yes 1
no 5

add_24 = V6: (see vpseverity)
On a scale of one to ten, where one is minor aggression and ten is life threatening aggression,
how would you rate their aggression towards you?

|__|__| enter number from on to ten 1 – 10
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additional variables to VSMP_24:

add44_24 = V15B: Was this the same incident?
yes 1
no 5

additional variables to VSFS_24:

add45_24 = V19B: Did the other person seek medical attention from a doctor, nurse, paramedic
or other health professional either at the time you did this to them or in the next day or so?

yes 1
no 5

additional variables to VAST_24:
[ASK DO12 (FOLLOWING QUESTION) ONLY IF PERSON ANSWERED YES TO v26]

add46_24 = DO12: (During the past 12 months), have you been forced to have sexual activities
that you did not want by someone who had been drinking?

yes 1
no 5

add47_24 = OFFER1: Because the survey covers a number of health issues, we provide every
one with a telephone number where you can obtain information or help for problems related to
alcohol or drugs, mental health (depression), violence (sexual abuse) or other issues.

yes, continue with giving numbers 1
no, R volunteers does not want number 5

add48_24 = OFFER2: If you would like further information about the study, you may contact the
Principal Investigator for the study. Would you like this contact information?

yes, wants in formation 1
no, does not want information 5

add49_24 = OFFER3: I can also provide you with the name and telephone number of a person
you may call if you would like information about the organization that is sponsoring the study or
about your rights as a study (research) participant.

yes, wants in formation 1
no, does not want information 5

HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE

add50_24 = H2A: Relating to the past 12 months, has your alcohol consumption changed from
what it used to be?

yes 1
no 5

add51_24 = H2B: Do you abstain, drink less, drink the same, or drink more?
abstain 1
drink less 2
drink the same 3
drink more 4

add52_24 = H3: Are you currently pregnant?
yes 1
no (includes, not that I am aware of) 5
R is not female
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add53_24 = H4: Are you currently breast feeding?
yes 1
no 5

add54_24 = H7: For each of the following please tell me on how many days you have felt this
way in the LAST WEEK. First, in the last week, on how many days did you not feel like eating?

did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add55_24 = H8: In the last week on how many days did you feel depressed?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add56_24 = H9: In the last week on how many days did you feel everything you did was an
effort?

did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add57_24 = H10: In the last week on how many days was your sleep restless?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add58_24 = H11: (In the last week on how many days were you) happy?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add59_24 = H12: (In the last week on how many days did you) feel lonely?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add60_24 = H13: (In the last week on how many days did you feel) that people were unfriendly?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add61_24 = H14: (In the last week on how many days did you) enjoy life?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add62_24 = H15: (In the last week on how many days did you) feel sad?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add63_24 = H16: In the last week on how many days did you feel that people disliked you?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add64_24 = H17: (In the last week on how many days could you) not get "going"?
did not feel this way in last week 0
|__| enter number of days 1 – 7

add65_24 = H18: During the past 12 months, was there ever a time when you felt sad, blue or
depressed for two weeks or more in a row?

yes 1
no 5
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add66_24 = H19: During the past 12 months, was there ever a time lasting TWO WEEKS OR
MORE when you lost interest in most things like hobbies, work or activities that usually give you
pleasure?

yes 1
no 5

add67_24 = H20: For the next few questions, please think of the TWO WEEK PERIOD during
the past 12 months when these feelings were the worst. (when you felt most sad, blue or
depressed). During that time, how long did these feelings usually last:  would you say all day
long, most of the day, about half of the day, or less than half of the day?

all day long 1
most of the day 2
about half of the day 3
less than half of the day 4

add68_24 = H21: During this 2-week period when you lost interest in things (like hobbies, work
or activities) how long did this usually last:  all day long, most of the day, about half of the day,
or less than half of the day?

all day long 1
most of the day 2
about half of the day 3
less than half of the day 4

add69_24 = H20: How many days did you feel this way during those 2 weeks:  every day,  almost
every day, or less often?

every day 1
almost every day 3
less often 5

add70_24 = H24: During those 2 weeks, did you feel tired out or low on energy all the time?
yes 1
no 5

add71_24 = H25: During those two weeks, did you gain weight, lose weight, or stay about the
same?

gained 1
lost 3
stayed about the same 5
R volunteers “was on a diet” 7

add72_24 = H27: Did you have more trouble falling asleep than you usually do?
yes 1
no 5

add73_24 = H28: How often did this happen:  every night, nearly every night, or less often?
every night 1
nearly every night 3
less often 5

add74_24 = H29: Did you have a lot more trouble concentrating than usual?
yes 1
no 5

add75_24 = H30: At these times, people sometimes feel down on themselves, no good or
worthless.  Did you feel this way?

yes 1
no 5
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add76_24 = H31: Did you think a lot about death - either your own, someone else's or death in
general?

yes 1
no 5

add77_24 = H32: Reviewing what you just told me, you had 2 weeks in a row during the past 12
months when you were sad, blue or depressed or you lost interest in most things.  About how
many weeks did you feel this way, IN TOTAL, during the past 12 months?
If respondent says 0 or 1, confirm data entry, if valid, ask respondent whether this means that they
did not have two weeks in a row where they felt sad or depressed or where they lost interest in
most things?

less than one week 0
1 to less than 2 weeks 1
|__|__| enter number of weeks 2 – 52

add78_24 = H33: Think about the last time that you had 2 weeks in a row when you felt this way.
How many months ago was this?

less than one month 0
|__|__| enter number of months 1 – 12

additional variables to HTQD_24:

add79_24 = H36B: When you tried to cut down or quit drinking, were you successful at doing
this?

yes 1
no 5

add80_24 = H40: In the past 12 months, did you take tranquilizers such as Valium or Ativan?
yes 1
no 5

add81_24 = H41: In the past 12 months, did you take antidepressants such as Prozac, Paxil or
Effexor?

yes 1
no 5

add82_24 = H42: Sleeping pills?
yes 1
no 5

add83_24 = H43: Diet pills+
yes 1
no 5

add84_24 = H50: In the last 12 months, have you used any prescription drugs such as Valium,
diet pills or sleeping pills that were not prescribed to you by a doctor or other medical
professional?

yes 1
no 5

add85_24 = H44: Have you ever been a cigarette smoker?
yes 1
no 5

add86_24 = H46: Have you smoked cigarettes during the past 12 months?
yes 1
no 5
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add87_24 = H47: How many cigarettes do you usually smoke a day?
Interviewer:  if respondent answers in packs, ask how many cigarettes are in a pack.

|__|__| number of cigarettes per day 0 – 96
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